**Abstract**

**Objective:** In an effort to improve early recognition and intervention in patients with schizophrenia (SZ), individuals at clinical high risk for psychosis (CHR) have been the focus of clinical attention. To distinguish the prodrome of psychosis from transient disturbance of mental state in youth, the authors classified broad spectrum of CHR state into two subgroups according to neurobiological characteristics using the structural and functional network constructs.

**Method:** Structural diffusion tensor imaging and resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging were scanned in 61healthy controls (HC), 57 individuals at CHR and 29 patients with SZ. The main outcome was a likelihood ratio using measures of structural and functional network efficiencies, coupling strength of the structural and functional networks, disease-specific data analysis using the both network constructs to obtain the most probable classification of CHR into HC or SZ.

**Results:** Likelihood ratios revealed that 33 individuals at CHR were likely close to HC (CHR-HC) and the rest of 24 CHRs were close to SZ (CHR-SZ). CHR subgroups were comparable to each other in demographic characteristics and clinical symptoms. However, verbal functions of CHR- CON were akin to CON and those of CHR- SZ were akin to SZ. Additionally, CHR-SZ had lower verbal intelligence than CHR-HC.

**Conclusions:** Our findings provide novel neurobiological evidence that heterogeneous CHR population can be divided into subgroups, one of which is more likely to be prone to psychosis. Using a combination of structural and functional data, we could detect vulnerable population and provide an active intervention in early phase of CHR state.
